Introduction
Changing circumstances in which numerous enterprises function, in conditions of unpredictability, create a need for internal transformation of these entities, mainly in social and organizational fi elds. The area of human resources and employment becomes particularly important, and somehow permeates all the others. In Polish economic practice, some important issues are currently being revealed, which serve as the source of dilemmas connected with employment. These dilemmas are: 1. The use of fl exible forms of employment, which involves relinquishing the traditional model of proceedings in this particular area, based on full-time employment, and at the same time establishing employment relationship of indefi nite duration, which -as a result of entering into a contract of employment -gives a worker a status of an employee. This form of relationship, is referred to as an employment contract, as opposed to civil law contracts, i.e. Vol. 20, No. 1
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As it was indicated before, those who provide work for a given enterprise, complete their tasks while being differently 'authorized' in terms of the form of employment. Despite this fact -in Polish management realties -all those who provide work, are often referred to as employees. This situation is favored by the judicial decisions of the Supreme Court, which states that the employment does not necessarily have to be of employee character, and can be established based on civil law contracts (Orzecznictwo Sądu Najwyższego 2001). The English term 'employee' usually refers to those who are employed based on a contract of employment, which means -in Polish legislation -those employed by establishing an employment relationship. However, for example in the UK, but also according to legal regulations of other UE countries, there are no equivalents of Polish employment based on a civil law contract. It is because, aside from employees, also non-employees are distinguished, which refers to those who provide work in a form of self-employment, outsourced contractors and contractors who perform work by establishing a cooperation with an employment agency (see: Bąk-Grabowska 2012, pp. 12-14; Leightonn et al. 2007 ; Maxwell et al. 2007 , pp. 138-161).
Presented realties can lead to certain diffi culties in interpreting the results of empiric research conducted in Poland, regarding fl exible work provision. This problem becomes even more complicated in a situation in which we want to conduct comparisons between solutions within the area of employment applied in Poland, and in other countries. Special caution, and at the same time, care for showing the characteristics of legal bases for establishing employment in a given country, is required by the presentation of these comparisons. However, it does not mean that such comparisons should not take place. Furthermore, bringing them closer can be particularly valuable in conditions of widening the scope of using fl exible solutions within the area of employment. It concerns mainly young persons, who enter the work market, and also ongoing changes in organizational structures of business entities.
The aim of the study is to present the essential determinants of changes within the area of employment concerning business entities operating in Poland. Particular focus has been given to the selection of employment forms, manifestations of, and consequences of ongoing generational changes, and specifi cs of realizing the human resources function in organizations manager through projects. Identifi ed problems are treated as a starting point for searching of directions of actions in favor of the increase of employment security.
Considering the above-mentioned, own empirical research results are presented as well as conducted by other scientists, included within the subject Vol. 20 1 , systematically complemented through the following years with unstructured interviews regarding the realization of employee interests in approximately 20 enterprises (from over 200 included in previous research). Own research was realized also in approximately 100 project-oriented organizations (2014) (2015) , focusing on problems regarding employment 2 . Problem changes were characterized by invoking proper research reports.
Forms of employment and their diversity -in effort to increase the sense of security of employment
One of the characteristic features of the, so called, traditional employment model that has functioned in Poland through decades, and is historically based, was a strife for full-time employment, and establishing an employment relationship with an employee for an indefi nite period. By establishing an employment relationship, an employee commits to doing the work in person and thoroughly, and to submitting to the employer. It involves, among others, providing work in a specifi c place and time, indicated by the employer. At the same time, the status of an employee is accompanied by a number of obligations and privileges -included mostly in the Labour Code (Kodeks pracy 2015), but also in other acts of Polish law, for example, in Regulations of the Minister of Work and Social Policy. Within these rights it is advisable to indicate in particular: remuneration for work, paid holiday leave, paid period of absence in work connected with sickness of the employee or one of their family members under his or her custody, set within specifi c acts of Polish law, in daily and weekly dimensions of work time, as well as settlement period connected with such dimension, etc.
In practice, above-mentioned elements of employee entitlements are increasingly considered as an obstacle for realizing their needs, particularly by employers, but sometimes also by employees. In case of employers, it comes mainly to the quality and quantity adjustment of work potential with given managerial contract). Are mentioned, but also solutions that in fact do not fi t the term 'form of employment', such as self-employment and staff leasing. The fi rst is based on assigning the performance of work to a person who is an entrepreneur. It is not an employee-employer relation. The person providing work is a representative of a one-person business enterprise, which realizes tasks in favor of a different business enterprise. Self-employment is often referred to as a determinant of people fl exibility. The creation of one-person business enterprises increases a chance for creating additional jobs. Staff leasing on the other hand is, in Polish realties, based on establishing cooperation between temporary work agencies. A tri-side structure is created, i.e. temporary work agency -employee employed by thee -an object, for which the temporary employee performs task (see: Cierniak-Emerych 2012).
As a tendency for abandoning the indefi nite contracts arises, in favor of set period contracts, and introducing accompanying facilities in terminating Vol. 20, No. 1 ANDRZEJ BODAK ANNA CIERNIAK-EMERYCH MAŁGORZATA GABLETA AGATA PIETROŃ-PYSZCZEK KATARZYNA PIWOWAR-SULEJ employment contracts, an issue of employment security appears. As it is observable, the insecurity should be connected not only with various other employment forms, including fl exible forms, but also with providing work for a set period within employee kind of employment.
Results of own empirical research conducted in Poland in several previous years, indicate a diversity in attitudes of persons providing work, regarding limitations connected with traditional solutions in favor of fl exible forms. Respondents, referring to categories of employment safety, mostly stated that the sense of security is greatly reduced in circumstances of other forms of employment. It comes particularly to persons who provide work based on contract of mandate, or task specifi c contract. These types of contracts even got to be called 'junk contracts' in Polish realities. This proper name is connected with dissimilarity, or rather with limitation -as compared to employee form of employment -of employee entitlements. It mostly comes to social protection and protection against loss of employment.
The use civil law contracts changes the relationship between employer and employee, to a relationship between a mandator and mandatary, or an entity that performs a given task. This situation results in legal consequences for persons who realize work through such means. For illustrating the difference between establishing a standard employment relationship and other employment agreements through conclusion of a civil law contract, basic features of these solutions are presented in table 1.
As it results from the information included in table 1, employee entitlements -that were mentioned earlier, in connection with the traditional model of employment -such as, for example, the right of leave, or paid sick leave, are given to persons employed with the use of civil law contracts, only when stated by other provisions made during the conclusion of a given contract. Therefore, internal provisions between the parties, serve as a base for realizing interests disclosed in such a form. It is advisable to stress that civil law contracts provide employers with measurable fi nancial gains. These contracts can reduce work costs through lower social security premiums, and do not force employers to abide the minimal pay regulations, and also allow for avoiding 'trouble' connected with the necessity of swift employment reduction, in a situation of a decrease in demand for products or services provided.
The observation of Polish business practice shows that employers normally exhibit aversion for the use of any provision that results in expanding the entitlements of employees. They do so sporadically, thus depriving employees, employed based on civil law rules, from employees' privileges mentioned Vol. 20, No. 1
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Moreover, the issue of protecting the sense of social security for persons employed, based on civil law contracts should be paid attention to. In a short period the limitation and/or the lack of premiums paid to social security (Zakład Ubezpieczeń Społecznych/Social Security Department) may affect the attractiveness of the salary. However, in the long run, diffi culties connected with an access to free medical care, disability pension or retirement provisions, which result from the above-mentioned lack, can become an issue of growing importance (Cierniak-Emerych, Gableta 2013, pp. 89-98).
In 2014, in Poland more than 28 % (3.7 million) workers were employed based on fi xed term employment contracts or other types of contracts which were not indefi nite employment contracts. From this perspective, Poland 'leads' in the European Union. Within the EU, approximately 14% of workers are not employed in stable conditions (Kowalski, Osiecki 2015) . Moreover, in Polish business reality, there are workers who provide work based on fi xed term contracts for years. The issue of reducing the scale of this phenomenon has become a subject of special concern, as emphasized before. It has its refl ection in an amendment of the Labour Code and some other acts, planned for 2015.
According to the project (Sobczak 2015) , in one enterprise the maximum duration of fi xed term contracts cannot exceed 36 months including a 3 months trial. The adopted rule '33 and 3' means that in a situation in which the employment period exceeds the limit of 33 months or the employer already concluded 3 contracts with the worker, potential further work provision by the employee, must be based on the indefi nite employment contract. The suggested linking of the notice period for terminating the indefi nite employment contract with the employment period under a given employer refers to the solution used in indefi nite contract. The legislator took into account only a few cases, for which the rule of '33 and 3' will not be applied. It refers, among others, to contracts for replacement of an employee, casual or seasonal work. It does not however change the fact that the proposed solution should, on the one hand decrease the scale of employing workers based on fi xed term contracts, and on the other hand it should positively affect the conditions of such employment, including the rise in salary. It is particularly important for the youngest generation of workers. Employee willingly submits to the employer, which means that the employer can give ongoing orders. Employee can be assigned to, for a period that does not exceed 3 months in a calendar year, performing other work specifi ed within the contract, if it the work is compliant with his or her qualifi cations and does not result in a decrease in salary.
The mandator can give only directions for the mandatary regarding the way in which the service is provided.
The contractor possesses a broad discretion in performing a task. The ordering party however possesses the ability to control the way in which the task is performed and can demand to change the way in which the task is performed. If the task is not performed at all, or it is performed faultily, the ordering party can withdraw from the contract and order the remaining task to a different contractor at costs and responsibility of the original contactor.
Employee must perform work personally and also fulfi ll employer's orders.
The mandatary should perform the task personally. However, in specifi c circumstances, they designate his or her replacement.
The contractor can, but is not obligated to perform the task personally.
Contract of employment is paid (in
Poland the salary cannot be lower than the so called minimal pay). Employee cannot waive his or her right for salary. Contract of mandate can be paid or not paid. Task specifi c contract is a paid contract. Vol. 20, No. 1
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Employee is entitled to a number of 'employee benefi ts' such as, for example paid holiday leave, paid sick leave, in specifi c circumstances a fi nancial 'severance', e.g. retirement severance.
'Employee benefi ts' are entitled to the mandatary only if the parties agree to such within the contract.
Employee benefi ts' are entitled to the contractor only if the parties agree to such within the contract. Changes in the Labour Code are directed also to limit the number of possible employment contracts, leaving only 3 types: proper employment contract for an indefi nite time period, fi xed term employment contract and trial contract. The above-mentioned results from the fact that a contract for providing a specifi c type of work or a replacement contract were rarely used in practice. In lieu of the fi rst of contracts mentioned, employers were more likely to conclude civil law, task specifi c contracts. Despite the fact that in practice all work can be provided based on one of the three mentioned contracts, a possibility of concluding a fi xed term contract will still be available for employing a worker for replacement.
Source
In a situation of a work market of dualistic nature, present in Poland, there are: 1. Those privileged, being employed and secured (insiders). 2. Those providing work based on 'worse' contracts and unemployed, and uncertain about the future (outsiders), an idea of a homogeneous employment contract appears among economists and business practitioners (single contract). A default contract is concluded for an indefi nite time, through providing the employee with all benefi ts resulting from the employment contract (e.g. social security provisions, sick and holiday leave), allows the employer to dismiss an employee without providing a justifi cation of such decision. For maintaining the fl exibility of employment formula indicated, notice period and the amount of severance paid in such case, would be proportional to employment period under a given employer. Despite arguments for and against proposals of a single contract, the idea of such contract alone seems to be quite original. It is after all a kind of a compromise between, often articulated by employees, need for employment security, and important for employers, fl exibility in studied fi eld. The implementations of single employment contract concepts in the nearest future should not however be expected, mainly due to arising concerns regarding excessive liberalization Vol. 20, No. 1 ANDRZEJ BODAK ANNA CIERNIAK-EMERYCH MAŁGORZATA GABLETA AGATA PIETROŃ-PYSZCZEK KATARZYNA PIWOWAR-SULEJ of employment rules, and also implications connected with necessary changes in law in force.
In Poland managers have been trying to introduce more fl exibility into forms of employment for a number of years. It should be remembered however that fl exible forms of employment which seem attractive both to employers and for employees, can be perceived differently by some groups of employees. It is not only about Generation X who are generally seen as adversaries of fl exible employment, and adapting with diffi cultly to working in fl exible employment conditions. Also representatives of the C generation are apprehensive towards fl exible employment. The issue is even more complicated in companies using project approach to management. This creates grounds for a closer analysis of the problem at hand in terms of challenges for internal stakeholders, both employers and employees.
Generational changes and project-oriented thinking as an issue in organizational management
In Poland, generation Y refers to persons in their twenties to thirties, born after 1980, for whom the beginning of the XXI century was a time of a search for their fi rst work. It must be stressed that there have already been made a lot of studies regarding generation Y (Cewińska et al. 2009, pp. 118-134; Chester 2006). Mainly, attention is paid to the lifestyle, consumer needs and specifi c (distinct) information sources, and also work style. It cannot be missed that the generation Y is substantially different, compared to the previous one. These distinctions -thoroughly analyzed by sociologists and psychologists -can be reduced to a single statement that the main element that sets apart the so called 'generation Y' from 'the generation X' is the attitude towards life. Representatives of these generations have specifi c expectations; however they have different ways and possibilities of realizing these expectations, which require a search for more varied and individualized ways of personnel management by an enterprise. Representatives of generation X and Y differ from each other signifi cantly, and cannot be treated as a group of common interests. Contrasts between generation Y and persons born before 1960 are enormous, and both age groups will coexist at the work market for at least 10 years (Fazlagić 2008) . In HR specialists' obligations lies the anticipation and easing of possible confl icts that result from distinct employee interests, from different generations, and preparing managers for the arrival of the next 'generation C'. Vol. 20, No. 1
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In a context of shaping the relations between the employer and the employee, strengths and weaknesses of generation Y can be indicated (see table 2). Respondents fear that due to fl exible work, they will not advance, and will experience problems with motivation. 2. They treat fl exibility as a current standard of employment, because it is not important 'where and when tasks are completed'. Because of this fact, respondents are not willing to give up a part of salary in exchange for fl exibility. Only 1/3 respondents would agree upon lowering a salary in exchange for fl exibility. 3. Respondents prefer a 'fi fty-fi fty' model, which means that part of the work is performed within the fi rm, and the other part at any other place (e.g. cafe, their apartment, etc.). 4. Respondents fear that fl exible employment may reduce their value within the workplace, make it diffi cult to advance and to communicate with the team. This concern is substantiated especially in companies, in which values preferred by older generations are strongly grounded. It is probable that attitudes (expectations) mentioned above, expressed by younger generations will constitute a serious issue for currently functioning organizations in Poland -especially for those, in which employment becomes less stable, and its duration can be limited to the realization of a single project. As it was indicated in the introduction of this study, in contemporary enterprises it is more and more common to approach management in a project-oriented way. It is performed by establishing temporary interdisciplinary teams that are responsible for achieving specifi ed results in a set time. This approach implies new characteristics of work, connected with functioning within teams (often with a changing composition), performing non-routine tasks, striving to achieve project's goals. Employment characterized by such attributes serves as an answer for above-mentioned expectations of the representatives of younger generations (for more see: Piwowar-Sulej 2012, pp. 47-49; Piwowar-Sulej, Pietroń-Pyszczek 2012, p. 208).
The human resources function within an enterprise, which uses projectoriented management approach occurs in two ways. On the one hand, tasks connected with human resources management are directed to provide proper staffi ng and foster regular employees' motivation. On the other hand, analogous tasks must be realized within the project (for more see: Piwowar-Sulej 2014, pp. 249-253). Employer's main obligation is to consistently shape both of these paths of human resources function, in a way in which they foster the realization of organization's goals, and at the same time not to create severe disproportions Vol. 20, No. 1
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The needs of a given project, concerning quality and quantity potential of project team members, affect the state, and the form of employment within an enterprise. The need of periodical increase of personnel quantity potential can result from shortening one of the project parameters, i.e. time of realization. Having in mind the project team quality potential, it should be stated that, since every project -by defi nition -is a one-time activity, unique, hence it is impossible for the organization to have access to personnel with such universal competence that will satisfy the need of every single project. From the necessity a quality characteristics, thus result recruitment activities conducted within external work market, which affect the periodical increase of employment within an enterprise.
During the realization of a given project, the composition of a team can be constant, or it can change in subsequent stages of progress. Project teams can be divided into constant, and dynamic (networking). Also, other project team division criteria can be indicated, and also a set of criteria characterizing a project itself that affect the features of employment (for more see: PiwowarSulej 2013, pp. 48-51).
From 2014 up to 2015, also within the scope of the research project referenced above, studies were conducted in 100 organizations which apply project-oriented management, localized in Poland. Research shows that the regular personnel of an enterprise are engaged into the project (Piwowar-Sulej 2016, pp. 112-117). However, it is also popular to periodically employ personnel exclusively to satisfy project's needs, based on civil law contracts, exemplifi ed in table 3.
Personnel recruited under a given project can be employed on periodical employment contracts, and civil law contracts. Methodical correctness regarding the branch of project management, does not allow for the use of all above-mentioned types of periodical employment contracts. Only the contract for performing a given task was excluded. This type of contract was basically a subtype of a fi xed term contract, and its distinction lied in a fact that within the contract only the approximate duration of an employment relationship is specifi ed, connecting it with the completion of specifi cally indicated tasks. Both parties agreed from the beginning that the contract can last for more, or less than it was originally predicted during the conclusion, and it cannot be prematurely terminated. A contract for performing a given task was concluded in, e.g. projects of restructuring or privatization (Szewczyk 2004 in projects that by defi nition always have a assigned, specifi c (not approximate) time of fi nalization, and at the same time, it is one of the features of the projects that indicate the successful realization of an enterprise. Suggestions regarding the implementation of a new type of employment contract -a project contract, indicate the recognition of the seriousness of this issue. In the employer's report from the year 2014 titled 'Competitive Poland: how to advance in a world economic league' a postulate was presented, for this type of contract to be concluded for the duration of a given project, but with the lack of legal limitations as to the duration of such contract. Moreover, there should be a possibility of its premature termination with two weeks' notice period (PAP 2014). Such contract would serve as an alternative for a contract for performing a specifi c task. In practice, a contract for performing a specifi c task was not used, because -as it was indicated before -employers did not possess a legal possibility of its premature termination. Because of this fact -in accordance to the amendment of the Labour Code -which entered into force Vol. 20, No. 1
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Conclusions
The importance of the role of human resources within the processes of development and changes inside organizations should no longer be a subject of dispute. Among characteristics of these resources, it is worth considering an emotional attitude of employees towards various kinds of phenomena and processes present inside organizations, which implies specifi c attitudes towards work, and does not leave the realization of employees' interests unaffected. Their behavior, connected with their professional situation, result in the appearance of specifi c dilemmas in shaping the employment conditions and security. These issues should be considered with reference to internal and external circumstances, present in a given time, including personal features of employees and their roles within an enterprise.
The strive for making employment forms more fl exible in Polish business entities, is manifested mostly through the use of varied forms of employment along with excessive, as it may seem, employers' tendency for using civil law employment contracts, reducing the sense of employment security, along with, frequently, generating stress and discontent of employees. This issue, characterized by distinctness in comparison to western experiences, is described in Polish literature quite extensively. The application aspect however, has been dominated by the law in force, constructed in accordance to EU directives. It can be stated that through the process of its formation, not enough care is given to the consideration of social consequences of applied provisions. The disintegrating bond between employees and a given enterprise is shown through the decrease of trust and loyalty, and often, involvement-as a result of the spread of fl exible work provision forms. It creates a need for search for ways of stimulating desired behaviors of employees, adequate for the situation.
In the fi eld of management, relatively little attention is paid -particularly in practice -to generational characteristics, which currently generate a lot of new problems in the fi eld of human resources management. Fast technological and IT progress is accompanied by socio-demographic changes, which result in a high visibility of generation Y. This generation is characterized by the distinctness of value hierarchy, worldview, preferences, motivations, and attitude towards work. Its potential however will more and more shape the dynamics of the development of business entities. Successful use of this potential requires Vol. 20 proper changes in a way in which employees are approached, and in shaping a proper set of instruments of their activation. The problem of transformations in realization of human resources function manifests itself also in connection with the abandonment of traditional organizational structures. Unique, and individual activates are of growing importance, which is shown, for example, by the use of project oriented approach within business management.
Presented studies do not exhaust all aspects of an issue of creating a sense of employment security, suited for contemporary management realties. By recalling the aspect of employment fl exibility, changes within the structure, and the potential of employees, an attempt of indicating grounds and directions of transformations in human resources fi eld has been made. Additionally, the importance of ongoing changes at the enterprise level has been recognized, along with changes regarding a person itself, including his or her needs and expectations regarding employment. Harmonization of these two fi elds -in Polish business realties -is an important challenge for management.
Summary
Dilemmas of human potential management, from the viewpoint of employment security In this study -based on the result of own and others empirical research, regarding conditions of person's functioning in the process of work during the last decade of 2000's -an attempt of indicating dilemmas connected with shaping of employment security has been made. The fi eld of study was approached not only from the perspective of employees and employers, but also with the intent of showing the diversity of solutions adopted in this area The results of presented research have confi rmed the validity of solutions postulated by science, in relation to the results of monitoring of the turbulent economic environment and the progressing changes in employees' expectations.
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Streszczenie Dylematy gospodarowania potencjałem ludzkim z perspektywy bezpieczeństwa zatrudnienia W opracowaniu -posiłkując się wynikami własnych i cudzych badań empirycznych, dotyczących warunków funkcjonowania
